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DefinitionsDefinitions

Metadata is... Metadata is... 

searchable information about asearchable information about a
data resource.data resource.

oror…… ““Metadata is hidden information in a Metadata is hidden information in a 
computer file that may contain potentially computer file that may contain potentially 
dangerous or embarrassing information or lead dangerous or embarrassing information or lead 
to an accidental disclosure.to an accidental disclosure.””

http://blogs.adobe.com/acrolaw/2005/10/metadata_and_pd.htmlhttp://blogs.adobe.com/acrolaw/2005/10/metadata_and_pd.html
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Metadata for geologic dataMetadata for geologic data

•• Seismic lines Seismic lines (2D, 3D data, navigation, balance)(2D, 3D data, navigation, balance)

•• Well logs and cross section linesWell logs and cross section lines

•• Maps Maps (structure, isopach, facies)(structure, isopach, facies)

•• Stratigraphic columnsStratigraphic columns

•• Tabular data Tabular data (picks, core analysis, geochem)(picks, core analysis, geochem)

Who is the owner?  Where is it located?Who is the owner?  Where is it located?
When was this data created?When was this data created?

Why is this data important?Why is this data important?
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Searchers vs. taggersSearchers vs. taggers

The The taggerstaggers believe in adding complete believe in adding complete 
metadata so we can searchmetadata so we can search

The The searcherssearchers believe in searching believe in searching 
everything using powerful search toolseverything using powerful search tools

Neither viewpoint gets the job done...Neither viewpoint gets the job done...

We are getting overwhelmed by data!We are getting overwhelmed by data!
Many datasets have legal restrictions!Many datasets have legal restrictions!
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AAPG Code of EthicsAAPG Code of Ethics

••Members shall not use or divulge any Members shall not use or divulge any 
employer's or client's confidential information employer's or client's confidential information 
without their permission and shall avoid without their permission and shall avoid 
conflicts of interest that may arise from conflicts of interest that may arise from 
information gained during geological information gained during geological 
investigations.investigations.

••Members shall freely recognize the work done Members shall freely recognize the work done 
by others, avoid plagiarism, and avoid the by others, avoid plagiarism, and avoid the 
acceptance of credit due othersacceptance of credit due others

••Members shall endeavor to cooperate with Members shall endeavor to cooperate with 
others in the profession and shall encourage others in the profession and shall encourage 
the ethical dissemination of geological the ethical dissemination of geological 
knowledge.knowledge.

http://www.aapg.org/business/codethic.cfm
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••Complicated editorsComplicated editors

••Numerous data fieldsNumerous data fields

••Generic style sheetsGeneric style sheets

••Very few geologists Very few geologists 
are actively entering are actively entering 
metadata!metadata!

What is the current situation?What is the current situation?
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The plan must beThe plan must be
easiereasier

than the present than the present 
metadata editing metadata editing 

workflow!workflow!

Metadata workflow rulesMetadata workflow rules
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••Author recognized Author recognized 

••Ownership rightsOwnership rights

••Legal restrictionsLegal restrictions

••Metadata is entered Metadata is entered 
for important files!for important files!

What is the desired state?What is the desired state?
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Maintain the spirit of Maintain the spirit of 
the standard the standard 

bibliographic citation bibliographic citation 

forfor digital data!digital data!

Standard citation formatStandard citation format

North American Stratigraphic Code, American 
Association of Petroleum Geologists Bulletin (v. 67, no. 
5, p. 841-875), 1983.
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Metadata Tips Metadata Tips andand TricksTricks

••Key metadata elements Key metadata elements 

••Editing in ArcCatalogEditing in ArcCatalog

••AutoAuto--updates, keywordsupdates, keywords

••Templates & enclosuresTemplates & enclosures

•• Metadata can get lost when Metadata can get lost when 
rere--saving filessaving files

•• DonDon’’tt put all the metadata into put all the metadata into 
a single documenta single document

•• DonDon’’tt put metadata into all of put metadata into all of 
your documentsyour documents

•• DoDo use metadata .xml use metadata .xml 
templatestemplates
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Metadata needs of a geologistMetadata needs of a geologist

Catalog/Search/Usability/DocumentCatalog/Search/Usability/Document

For spatial datasets, provide enough For spatial datasets, provide enough 
information for users to work with those information for users to work with those 

datasets in a GISdatasets in a GIS

Information you should provide includes:Information you should provide includes:
author, owner, editor, coordinate system, author, owner, editor, coordinate system, 

scale and accuracy, data currentnessscale and accuracy, data currentness
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Metadata completenessMetadata completeness

••Data typeData type

••Data purposeData purpose

••AudienceAudience

••Company policyCompany policy
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Metadata workplanMetadata workplan

••Create metadataCreate metadata

••LongLong--term maintenanceterm maintenance

••QC and ValidationQC and Validation

••Sharing permissionsSharing permissions
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Raster images generationRaster images generation

Metadata is created during...Metadata is created during...

••Project approval processProject approval process

••Initial image generationInitial image generation

••Image processingImage processing

••GeoreferencingGeoreferencing

••Editing of vector featuresEditing of vector features

••Project results reportProject results report
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Extracting metadata keywords

•Capture text in:

project summary

attribute tables

text in document

similar datasets

•Sort by unique words

•Sort by capitalization

placenames

stratigraphy

lithology

paleontology

•Select keywords

.pdf scan file

Paper document

Scan document

Add text using
Paper Capture

Sort, generate list of 
unique words

Process more 
reports?

yes

Select Keywords, sort  
capitalization by 
geographic, age, 

paleontology keywords

Select and export text 
for Title, Abstract, 

Author fields

Text document
Select all text, export

Import text to 
Javascript or paste 

into Document 
Properties

.pdf file with 
Document 

Properties with 
Title, Author, 

Date, Keywords

Email notification 
of document 
location and 

contents

Export thumbnail, Title, 
Author,  Abstract, 
Keywords, Date, 

hyperlink address

Text document 
with Title, 
Author, 

Keywords, 
Abstract 
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Metadata for geoprocessingMetadata for geoprocessing

Models are Models are geoprocessinggeoprocessing workflowsworkflows

•• Model metadata for Model metadata for casual userscasual users

•• Primary purpose is to search for dataPrimary purpose is to search for data

•• Does not need details of processingDoes not need details of processing

•• Create metadata Create metadata afterafter processing steps are doneprocessing steps are done

•• Model metadata for Model metadata for specialistsspecialists

•• Primary purpose is for QC analysisPrimary purpose is for QC analysis

•• Details of processing and results of analysisDetails of processing and results of analysis

•• Need to create and edit Need to create and edit whilewhile doing processingdoing processing
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Folders & Folders & geodatabasesgeodatabases

•• Manually create Manually create 
metadata using a metadata using a 
metadata editor and save metadata editor and save 
as "metadata.xml" within as "metadata.xml" within 
the folder the folder 

•• Save a HTML file as Save a HTML file as 
"metadata.htm""metadata.htm"

•• Add enclosures such as Add enclosures such as 
an index map graphic an index map graphic 

••Metadata for both Metadata for both 
personal & multipersonal & multi--user user 
geodatabases is stored geodatabases is stored 
internally.internally.

http://support.esri.com/knowledgeBase/documentation/FAQs/sde_/wehttp://support.esri.com/knowledgeBase/documentation/FAQs/sde_/webhelp802/ArcCatalog/Metadata_Support.htmbhelp802/ArcCatalog/Metadata_Support.htm
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Metadata import and exportMetadata import and export

Import/Export Metadata ButtonsImport/Export Metadata Buttons
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What can the community do?

Utilize basic bibliographic metadata standards

(author, title, owner, legal disclaimers)

Create simple editors and style sheets

Improve synchronization and persistence
(templates, autofill and keyword generation)

Create additional standards to cover specialities

Provide a basic solution (ownership, legal, 
technical) which interfaces with the types 

geologic data and software used in our offices!
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GSA - Suggested Resource Books

Grammar, Spelling, and Usage 

The Elements of Grammar, by Margaret Shertzer, Macmillan, 1986.

Merriam-Webster's Collegiate Dictionary, 10th edition, 1993.

The Elements of Style, by William Strunk, Jr., and E.B. White, third edition, Macmillan, 1979. 

General Style and Typography

The Chicago Manual of Style, 14th edition, University of Chicago Press, 1993. 

Geological Usage, Practice, and Spelling

Suggestions to Authors of the Reports of the United States Geological Survey, seventh edition, 
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1991.

Glossary of Geology, fourth edition, American Geological Institute, Alexandria, Virginia, 1997.

Geowriting, fifth edition, American Geological Institute, Alexandria, Virginia, 1994.
North American Stratigraphic Code, American Association of Petroleum Geologists Bulletin (v. 
67, no. 5, p. 841-875), 1983. 

Mathematics into Type, by Ellen Swanson, revised edition, American Mathematical Society, 
1987. 

http://www.geosociety.org/pubs/geoguid5.htmhttp://www.geosociety.org/pubs/geoguid5.htm
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